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C H A P T E R  1
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We are experiencing unprecedented and unpredictable times 

where disruption has been felt globally by many companies, 

particularly retailers and consumer goods companies. The digital 

economy has had an impact on almost every aspect of our lives from 

banking and shopping to communication and learning. This incredible 

progress driven by digital technologies is affecting the world we live 

in by improving our lives, but also creating new challenges. The most 

successful organizations get ahead of an unpredictable future by being 

prepared for the unknown. There have been significant developments 

in the evolution of various disruptive technologies over the past two 

decades and this development brings new opportunities, both in terms 

of cost savings and overall value creation. The benefits of IoT, big data, 

advanced analytics, AI/machine learning, cloud computing, and other 

advanced technologies collectively can make an impact that com

panies can leverage to digitize their supply chains to address business 

challenges.

The world is changing at an accelerated pace and companies are seeing 

that the biggest benefits of digitization come from the ability to move 

faster, adapt quickly to disruptions, anticipate changes, and automatic

ally execute information faster by managing large volumes of data more 

effectively—all resulting in speed of innovation and execution of those 

changes. As a result, companies are looking for realtime data collection 

across multiple media platforms that will provide actionable insights from 

the data to advanced analytics with easytouse user interfaces (UI). Addi

tionally, these companies hope to remotely gather relevant information 

affecting daytoday operations to monitor performance, make the right 

decisions at the right time, and improve the velocity of supply chain 

execution. Digital transformation will help companies establish that 

foundation by becoming more agile and flexible.

The consensus is that the overarching impact of digital transform

ation strategies and objectives will have significantly more influence 

than just cost savings. Companies are facing increased consumer 

demand for reasonably priced, highquality products and cannot 

afford qualityrelated disruptions with their products and services. 

Visual depiction of a demand plan, graphical depictions of performance 

indicators, and better visibility of KPIs through dynamic searches and 

interactive dashboards and reports will enable seamless data discovery 
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and visualization. Users need to easily compare multiple scenarios and 

visualize them fully for improved performance.

DISRUPTIONS DRIVING COMPLEX CONSUMER DYNAMICS

Over the past decade, consumers have been gaining power and control 

over the purchasing process. Unprecedented amounts of information 

and new digital technologies have enabled more consumer control‚ 

and now, instead of being in control, marketers have found them

selves losing control. In the past several years, however, there’s been 

a shift. Even as consumers continue to exert unprecedented control of 

purchasing decisions, power is swinging back toward marketers, with 

the help from technology and analytics that play a new and larger role 

in the decisionmaking process.

Consumers are turning increasingly  to technology to help them 

make decisions. This has been enabled by four key disruptions.

1. Automated consumer engagement. A shift from active 

engagement to “automated engagement” where technology 

takes over tasks from information gathering to actual execution.

2. Digital technologies. An expanding IoT which embeds sen

sors almost anywhere to generate smart data regarding con

sumer preferences triggering actions offered by marketers.

3. Predictive analytics. Improved predictive analytics or “antici

patory” technology driven by artificial intelligence (AI) and 

machine learning (ML) that can accurately anticipate what 

consumers want or need before they even know it—based not 

just on past behavior but on realtime information and avail

ability of alternatives that could alter consumer choices.

4. Faster, more powerful cloud computing. The availability of 

faster and more powerful ondemand availability of computer 

system resources, especially data storage (cloud storage) and 

computing power, without direct active management by the 

user. Cloudbased demand forecasting and planning solutions 

that crunches petabytes of data, filters it through supersophis

ticated models, and helps analysts and planners gain previously 

unheardof efficiencies in creating more accurate demand plans.
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Instead of merely empowering consumers, technology is mak

ing decisions and acting for them. Analytics technology will be doing 

more and more of the work for companies by automating activities 

around demand forecasting and planning in real time.

It’s no longer merely about predicting what consumers want. It’s 

about anticipating—which includes the ability to adapt marketing 

offers and messages to alternatives based on data from hundreds of 

possible sources. By anticipating, we gain a greater chance of influ

encing outcomes. Consumer’s phones or smartwatches can deliver 

recommendations and offers where to go, how to get there, and what 

to buy based on what they are about to do, not just what they’ve 

done in the past. Anticipation is about the shortterm future, or even 

a specific day and time. Analytics provides marketers with the ability 

to create contextual engagements with their customers by delivering 

personalized, realtime responses.

Technology is helping both marketers and customers take the next 

evolutionary step. Instead of merely empowering customers, it’s mak

ing decisions and acting for them. Analytics technology will be doing 

more and more of the work for companies by automating activities 

around research and making actual purchases.

IMPACT OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

The new digital economy has affected all aspects of business, including 

supply chains. The Internet of Things (IoT), with its network of devices 

embedded with sensors, is now connecting the consumer from the 

point of purchase to the factory. Technologies such as RFID, GPS, 

event stream processing (ESP), and advanced analytics and machine 

learning are combining to help companies to transform their existing 

supply chain networks into more flexible, open, agile, and collabora

tive digitaldriven models. Digital supply chains enable business pro

cess automation, organizational flexibility, and digital management of 

corporate assets.

Crossing the “Digital Divide” requires a holistic approach to digital 

transformation of the supply chain that includes new skills and cor

porate behaviors. New capabilities are also required such as digitally 

connected processes, predictive analytics to sense demand using 
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pattern recognition, and scalable technologies with the capability to 

process “big” data using inmemory processing and cloud computing.

WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN?

The gradual replacement of human judgment across the supply chain. 

Companies will use advanced analytics to optimize complex cross

functional tradeoffs to facilitate value across the supply chain directly 

from the consumer back to the supplier. This new digital supply chain 

network allows companies to match the long tail of demand, supply, 

and production capabilities to create the ultimate customer/consumer 

fit and fulfillment.

Digitization will affect all supply chain IT systems including seam

less integration across organizations, as well as realtime synchroniza

tion of data, global standardization of workflows, and rising demands 

of cybersecurity. This requires companies to evolve in order to best 

support areas such as automated data gathering, shortterm tactical 

demand and supply planning, procurement, and execution. The chal

lenges inherent in digital transformation are:

JJ Continual connectivity. We live in an alwayson, always 

available world where customers/consumers expect to access 

information and execute any task from any device.

JJ Organizational speed. Those companies who recognize 

market change and opportunities will profit the most from 

digital transformation.

JJ Deluge of information. Information is being collected by com

panies from multiple channels, devices, and forms at incredible 

speeds with minimal latency.

Those companies who understand how to capture, store, and pro

cess this information will uncover business value and experience the 

most benefits.

Digital transformation crosses many facets of a company’s business 

including collaboration platforms, cloud, mobile, social media, big data, 

and most of all, predictive analytics. Digital transformation hinges on 

big data and advanced analytics. The analytics process needs to be 

tied to distinct digital architectures that include data integration and 
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management, robust visualization and advanced statistical models for 

discovery and prediction, as well as continuous delivery of insights as 

events unfold, which is vital to digital transformation.

According to the 2020 Consumer Goods Technology (CGT) Retail 

and Consumer Goods Analytics Study, retailers and consumer goods 

suppliers for the first time agree on the top three areas of focus over 

the next year (mainly as a result of the coronavirus pandemic). Those 

three areas are:

1. Demand Forecasting (57% retail and 67% CG, respectively);

2. Consumer Insights (43% and 50%); and

3. Inventory Planning (40% and 30%).

In addition, roughly onethird of retailers chose pricing as a top

ofmind area of focus followed by personalization and logistics opti

mization. Consumer goods companies felt that assortment planning 

followed by marketing mix optimization completed their top areas of 

focus for the next year. (See Figure 1.1.)

The myriad forces affecting the relationship between demand and 

supply are set to expand their influence as a result of the “automated 

consumer engagement” and the recent disruptions. The ability to col

lect realtime consumer demand  through digital devices will force 

companies to digitize their supply chains. Finding ways to be better 

prepared means implementing a corporate culture and structure that 

TOP 5 ANALYSIS AREAS
OF FOCUS FOR RETAIL

57%

43%

40%

33%

23%

Demand Forecasting

Consumer Insights

Inventory Planning

Pricing

Personalization &
Logistics Optimization

TOP 5 ANALYSIS AREAS OF
FOCUS FOR CONSUMER GOODS

67%

50%

30%

23%

20%

Demand Forecasting

Consumer Insights

Inventory Planning

Assortment Planning

Marketing Mix
Optimization

Figure 1.1 Top 5 Analysis Areas of Focus
Source: Tim Denman and Alarice Rajagopal, “Retail and Consumer Good Analytics Study 
2020,” Consumer Goods Technology, March 2020.
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brings together organizations and, most of all, data from different 

sources. The analytics and technology capability are now available, 

so organizational changes and skills must transition to the next gen

eration demand management with a renewed focus on people, pro

cess, analytics, and technology.1 However, it also requires ongoing 

change management to not only gain adoption, but to sustain the new 

(normal) corporate culture.

There is a more fluid distribution of goods today because customer 

purchase behavior has changed the way products are created and 

sold. The rise of omnichannel and new purchasing processes such as 

Amazon.com make inventory management more unpredictable. The 

influence of external factors, such as social media, Twitter, and mo

bile devices, makes it more challenging for distributors and retailers 

to plan deliveries and stock orders. Regardless, nextday or even 

sameday delivery is an expectation that consumer goods companies’ 

supply chain processes are tasked to provide. These factors are making 

demand more volatile, and as a result, manufacturers can no longer 

operate using inventory buffer stock to protect against demand vola

tility, as it can too easily result in lost profit.

SHIFTING TO A CONSUMER-CENTRIC APPROACH

The definition of “fast” for consumers today is dramatically different to 

the “fast” of five or ten years ago. Consumers are demanding more and 

expect it quicker than ever before. This is being driven by millennials 

and other generational groups that want instant response and same

day delivery. Consumer demand is no longer driven by supply avail

ability. A supply (push) strategy is no longer viable in today’s digital 

world. Companies must shift their operational models by listening to 

demand and responding to the consumer (consumption) in order to 

remain successful.

Sales and marketing tactics must be more focused on automated 

consumer engagement. Unstructured data and social media are hav

ing a more prevalent impact than ever before on the entire purchase 

process, which must be factored into the demand management pro

cess. This is the result of the openness and availability of consumer 

feedback that social media influences and delivers. Feedback via social 
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media is both an asset and a liability for retailers, distributors, and 

consumer goods companies. Although feedback provides insight into 

sentiment and provides opportunity for brand exposure, it adds addi

tional complexity to how consumption can be influenced. This also 

means demand can be influenced across multiple channels and often 

with very immediate consequences. Demand is also changing as con

sumers want to consume products in new ways. Subscription life

styles and shared economies due to the ondemand world have had 

an impact on how companies need to plan, design, and create prod

ucts for an indecisive generation of consumers. The consumer expe

rience must remain at the forefront of retailer and consumer goods 

companies’ priorities. Flexibility, efficiency, and a consumercentric 

approach is the key to their success.

Transitioning to the digital economy requires a complete 

assessment of current processes, leading to a detailed road map to 

move from the current state to a future state. The focus must be on 

investment in training people to improve their analytical skills to 

sense demand, to understand those factors that influence the demand 

signals that matter, and to act on the insights. This fundamental shift 

is required to maintain a leading edge in our new digitized world. 

As a result, the birth of short and longterm consumptionbased 

forecasting and planning will be more anticipatory, rather than 

prescriptive.

As the retail and consumer goods industries continue to invest 

their energy and resources into the ongoing disruption (pandemic), 

they are emerging with a renewed focus on analytics. Both retailers 

and consumer goods executives have clearly allocated a large portion 

of their IT budgets to the pursuit of analytics. Those numbers will only 

continue to rise into the future. According to the Consumer Goods 

Technology 2020 Retail and Consumer Goods Analytics Study, 60% 

of consumer goods companies allocated less than 10% of their total IT 

spend to analytics. By 2021, however, over 52% of consumer goods 

executives predict more than 10% of their IT budgets will be spent 

on analytics. As impressive as that may be, other consumer goods 

leaders (nearly 7%) are even more bullish, anticipating even higher 

IT investment in analytics, representing as much as a quarter of total 

IT spend over the next three years.
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The analytics marketplace continues to evolve as personalization 

and replenishment become ever more significant to maintain com

petitive advantage. Signs indicate both retailers and consumer goods 

companies are enthusiastically exploring these nextgeneration tech

nology solutions. The focus is now on how to leverage these new tools 

to gain advantage over their competitors by investing in new capabil

ities such as artificial intelligence and machine learning, supported by 

cloudready solutions that carry the potential to supercharge analytics 

programs. These new machine learning algorithms not only uncover 

data patterns faster, but sometimes even learn how to create their own 

algorithms to further finetune the results. That makes them the per

fect match for highvolume, rapid response functions that can quickly 

uncover changing consumer demand patterns. Signs indicate both 

retailers and consumer goods companies are enthusiastically exploring 

these nextgeneration solutions. The key is how to leverage these 

new tools to gain competitive advantage. We will explore this in more 

detail in the following chapters with real examples and case studies.

Worldwide challenges due to the coronavirus pandemic, however, 

have exposed unforeseen gaps in consumer goods companies’ ability 

to effectively predict and plan demand, as consumers rapidly shift their 

buying patterns. Retailers and consumer goods companies need to be 

able to react seamlessly in real time to manage unanticipated demand 

disruptions. Although the industry has responded in a rapid frenzy 

to shore up supply chains and alter operations on the fly to ensure 

product is where it needs to be and when, doing so requires making 

costly changes in order to meet consumer exceptions. As the industry 

has entered recovery mode, more mature retailers and consumer 

goods companies have had to invest in their analytic capabilities with 

increased vigor to ensure a seamless transition from basic analytics to 

more consumercentric, datadriven predictive analytics. Retailer and 

consumer goods leaders are now realizing the importance of investing 

in today to guarantee they are prepared for tomorrow.

THE ANALYTICS GAP

Although many retailers and consumer goods companies have a solid 

understanding of basic analytics, they are still lagging in investigative 
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and predictive analytics. It appears that retailers have put more 

emphasis on investigative analytics than have consumer goods com

panies. However, both will need to invest more aggressively in both 

investigative and predictive analytics to meet today’s consumer expec

tations. (See Figure 1.2.)

The ability to understand, predict, and ideally shape consumer 

behavior lies at the heart of today’s heightened interest in analytics. 

Consumer goods companies have been working at the limits of the data 

analytics opportunity for a long time, leveraging pointofsale (POS) and 

syndicated scanner data to convince retail partners to collaborate on 

analysis influenced by consumer programs to drive sales for their shared 

benefit. Some retailers have slowly warmed up to this approach, but a 

large number have remained resistant to share their data, or have charged 

fees to do so, hindering progress. This is not surprising given the decades 

of experience and maturity gained by consumer goods companies, who 

are now forcing retailers to play catchup with their analytics capabilities.

You can’t do analytics correctly if your data is not at an expected 

level of quality, making it difficult to integrate with all the new 

omnichannel customer engagement options (mobile, social, and 

online) that are available to consumers. Data management is the core 

foundation of getting things right.

WHY PREDICTIVE AND ANTICIPATORY ANALYTICS?

Today, vast amounts of structured and unstructured data are being 

collected on a minutebyminute basis through devices embedded 

almost everywhere as a result of IoT. That information could be 

DEMAND
FORECASTING
MATURITY

CG Retail

54% 28%

18% 17%

11% 7%

Basic (After the Fact)

Investigative Analytics

Predictive Analytics

Figure 1.2 Retail and Consumer Goods Companies Analytics Maturity
Source: Tim Denman and Alarice Rajagopal, “Retail and Consumer Good Analytics Study 
2020,” Consumer Goods Technology, March 2020.
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integrated together to form some highly accurate conclusions about 

your business. Therefore, providing the ability to predict shifting 

consumer demand patterns using predictive analytics, which lever

ages data mining, statistical algorithms, advanced modeling, and 

machine learning techniques. Using predictive analytics, companies 

can identify the likelihood of future outcomes based on historical data, 

as well as causal factors like price, sales promotions, instore merchan

dising, Google trends, economic information, stringency index, and 

COVID19 epidemiological data. While the practice of using predictive 

analytics is getting more attention among retail and consumer goods 

companies, especially for demand forecasting and planning, its use is 

still lagging in comparison to the other industries. Although predictive 

analytics was not designed to definitively predict the future, it is far 

more advanced than current basic (after the fact) analytics that only 

models patterns associated with trend and seasonality.

What if trend and seasonality have been disrupted by an unantici

pated event like a global pandemic? Your historical trend and season

ality patterns are now no longer good predictors of the future. You 

must find realtime leading indicators other than trend and seasonality 

that can explain the changing consumer behavioral patterns affecting 

demand for your products. This requires more advanced analytics that 

can take advantage of such additional data as daily POS data, weekly 

syndicated scanner data (Nielsen; Information Resources Inc. IRI]), 

Google trends, stringency indices, epidemiological data, economic 

data, and others.

As an alternative, predictive analytics can tell you what might 

happen given the same set of circumstances if all things hold true. 

Although predictive analytic models are still probabilistic in nature, 

they are generally very good at predicting future demand, as com

pared to basic trend and seasonal methods that only utilize past his

torical demand. It’s easy to find a model that fits the past demand 

history well, but a challenge to find a model that correctly identifies 

those demand patterns that will continue into the future. In other 

words, you can’t always rely on past historical trends and seasonality 

alone. You must account for factors that may arise due to unforeseen 

disruptions to truly make accurate predictions. A common criticism of 

predictive analytics is that markets and people are always changing, 
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so static historical trends are too simplistic to describe how something 

will or will not happen with any level of certainty.

As technology continues to improve, so does our ability to collect 

and process data at an exponential rate, making it possible to per

form “anticipatory” analytics. While still a new concept, anticipatory 

analytics is gaining awareness as a viable methodology across many 

disciplines. Anticipatory analytics is enabling companies to forecast 

future behaviors quicker than traditional predictive analytics by iden

tifying changes in demand acceleration and deceleration. It addresses 

business challenges and places the burden on the decision makers to 

take action to reach a discrete outcome.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTIVE 
AND ANTICIPATORY ANALYTICS

Predictive analytic models range from a simple linear model to more 

complex algorithms affiliated with traditional causal models, such as 

ARIMA, ARIMAX, dynamic regression, and machine learning models 

(Neural Networks, Gradient Boosting, Random Forest, and others). 

Predictive models tend to be very accurate when past patterns con

tinue in the future. They tend not to be as accurate in identifying 

inflection points, or a realtime disruption that may alter the future 

outcome. Anticipatory models build on the foundation of predic

tive models that allow you to identify and adjust predictions based 

on inflection points, business turning points, or an abrupt change in 

direction due to a realtime disruption.

Predictive models based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) are enabling 

more accurate forecasting by analyzing patterns not only of historical 

data, but also those factors that influence consumer demand. AI uses 

data mining, statistical modeling, and machine learning (ML) to uncover 

patterns in large data sets to predict future outcomes. For example, 

a retailer or consumer goods company can use machine learning to 

determine the likelihood that specific items will be out of stock and 

when, or the likelihood that a consumer will buy an alternative brand 

of paper towels if the production of a national brand suddenly halts 

due to a disruption. It also could analyze consumer goods suppliers to 

determine which ones will prove most reliable in an emergency.
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Anticipatory analytics helps to identify the future needs of a 

business before the obvious signals occur. The goal of anticipatory 

analytics is to understand all the potential outcomes that could occur 

in the future in addition to those that occurred in the past. Antici

patory models are more advanced machine learning models, such as 

cognitive learning, that can learn and process information in real time.

Utilizing the right mixture of data, processing tools, and technology 

like “event stream processing” and cloud computing, anticipating 

alternative future outcomes can be achieved in real time. Key enablers 

of anticipatory analytics are faster data management and the ability 

to process vast amounts of information in real time. Another enabler 

is the ability to merge the past and present by seamlessly combining 

data and behavioral trends such as realtime data inquiries, purchase 

behavior, social media, and economic data to provide a holistic view of 

future consumer demand patterns.2 Anticipatory analytics evaluates 

realtime data signals at the edge of the network to predict the future 

faster than traditional predictive analytics.

Anticipatory analytics is certainly an appealing opportunity for 

demand forecasting, but it is not meant to replace predictive analytics, 

which has not been fully utilized by most companies over the past 

30 years. The one thing we have learned from the current COVID19 

crisis is that traditional (basic) analytics using simple methods that 

can only model trend and seasonality no longer work in the digital 

economy, particularly when the trends and seasonality have been 

disrupted. Predictive models that incorporate other factors, such as 

POS, price, sales promotions, instore merchandising, epidemiolocal, 

stringency indices, economic and other data sources need to be util

ized before attempting more sophisticated methods like anticipatory 

models. Both approaches are valuable and can work individually and/

or together.

It is important to evaluate each business situation where predic

tive analytics can be best applied and where anticipatory analytics 

may be a more appropriate approach to solve the business problem. 

One approach is not necessarily superior to the other; it is about 

which methodology can be best utilized to solve each specific business 

problem. Traditional response modeling and other predicative analytic 

practices will always be important options, as more companies focus 
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on analytics to facilitate growth. Also, companies will have to invest 

in data scientists in order to successfully leverage both predictive and 

anticipatory analytics to gain competitive advantage.

THE DATA GAP

It’s no secret that retailers and consumer goods companies historic

ally have not agreed when it comes to data sharing. According to the 

Consumer Goods 2020 Retailer and Consumer Goods Analytics Study, 

36% of retail partners are sharing POS transaction data on a weekly 

basis, and 25% report promotions performance on a weekly basis with 

no set cadence. However, many retailers openly admit that they don’t 

share much data at all. The highest among the data that they are not 

sharing includes online customer behavior data (80% of retailers) 

followed by loyalty or other related customer data.

What’s even more interesting, for the data that is being shared, 

consumer goods companies say that 35% of retailers are charging 

for it. However, 73% of retailers indicate that they are not charging 

consumer goods companies for the data because they are not sharing 

enough data to justify it. That said, retailers and consumer goods com

panies are in alignment that they are still working in silos, but are mak

ing progress toward a shared data model, which is well known to be 

the ideal scenario for both industries. Since internal cooperation is still 

a work in process, many consumer goods companies have outsourced 

work to vendors to address their need for additional information, while 

retailers are not addressing this need. Most consumer goods com

panies have been depending on syndicated scanner data from Nielsen 

and Information Resources Inc. (IRI) to supplement their data needs 

to better understand changing consumer demand patterns for their 

products by geography, retail channel, key account, category, product 

group, product, SKU, and UPC. The latency of syndicated scanner data 

has been significantly reduced from 4–6 weeks to 1–2 weeks (or less), 

as a result of improved Nielsen or IRI syndicated scanner data services.

Syndicated scanner (POS) data from brickandmortar stores is the 

data most frequently purchased from Nielsen or IRI. This data covers 

a large portion of brickandmortar sales for 12 different channels. 

The data is available to any consumer goods and other manufacturers 
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on both a subscription and ad hoc basis. Although somewhat costly, 

it’s easy to work with coverage of anywhere between 60% and 70% 

of a company’s product portfolio; in most cases, there is 100% cover

age of a consumer goods company’s key products (20% of their 

product portfolio), representing 80% or more of their annual volume 

and revenue. The following six channels would be of interest to most 

consumer goods companies.

1. Grocery/Food

2. Mass Merchandisers (Walmart, Target, and others)

3. Drug

4. Dollar Stores

5. Warehouse Club

6. Military

There are three more channels covered by Nielsen/IRI which are 

relevant to many but not all consumer goods companies, depending 

on their product assortment.

JJ Gas and Convenience

JJ Pet

JJ Liquor

Nielsen and IRI provide very similar information for these chan

nels, offer accountlevel detail for most key retailers, and include them 

in their multichannel markets. They essentially collect electronic POS 

data from stores through checkout scanners across key retailers. In 

addition, they work very closely with their consumer goods customers 

to make sure that the syndicated scanner data is standardized, normal

ized, and aligns with each consumer goods customer’s internal corpo

rate product hierarchies.

In emerging markets where POS information is unavailable, field 

auditors collect sales data through instore inventory and price checks. 

Their stringent quality control systems validate the data before it’s 

made available to consumer goods companies. Understanding ecom

merce sales has also become increasingly important for retailers and 

consumer goods companies, thus ecommerce measurement data has 

become a priority for Nielsen, which now offers a global ecommerce 
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measurement service to help retailers and their consumer goods com

panies access online sales performance to better understand how their 

online sales contribute to total sales.

Amazon also provides companies with access to the sales his

tory for their products. Up until the recent COVID19 crisis, roughly 

2–10% of a consumer goods company’s products were being sold 

through Amazon. Most companies forecast demand for products sold 

on Amazon, but pay little attention given the size of those sales. The 

ecommerce giant accounts for about half of online sales in the United 

States, but since the COVID19 crisis has experienced a significant 

ramp up in delivery of essential items like food, cleaning supplies, 

and medicine during the stayathome orders to prevent the spread of 

the coronavirus. According to several financial sources, Amazon sold, 

shipped, and streamed more food products and video content during 

the first three months of 2020  (an average increase in revenue of 

roughly 26% or $75.5 billion) as it became an essential provider for 

consumers staying at home. So, Amazon is no longer ignored by many 

consumer goods companies, particularly those companies who sell 

essential products.

The COVID19 pandemic has transformed how people shop and 

how retailers sell. In response, retailers and consumer goods companies 

are looking to build new analytics capabilities to support the need to 

change in order to be more effective. Business executives are looking 

to data, analytics, and technology for answers on how to predict and 

plan for the surge and, ultimately, the decline in consumer demand. It 

is significantly easier to shut down facilities than it is to quickly boost 

production and capacity. The biggest unknown is whether there will 

be a delayed economic recovery or a prolonged contraction. Regardless 

of the outcome, retailers and their consumer products suppliers will 

need to think ahead and be prepared to act quickly.

THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS ON 
DEMAND PLANNING

Companies are experiencing unprecedented complexity as they look for 

growth and market opportunities. Their product portfolios are growing 

with new product introductions, new approaches for existing products, 
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and new sales channels. The emerging endless aisles of the Internet 

and mobile shopping channels are expanding product offerings, adding 

unparalleled supply chain complexity, and making it difficult to manage 

inventory effectively. Sales and trade promotion spending, designed to 

grow sales revenue, continues at a staggering pace.

The goal is to grow demand, but it comes at a high cost: the cost 

of demand complexity. This complexity makes it hard  to forecast 

demand accurately when faced with expanding new items, new chan

nels, new consumer engagement preferences, and global disruptions. 

Companies are quickly realizing that traditional demand forecasting 

techniques in this everchanging complex environment have reached 

their limitations and are no longer capable of hitting their sales targets. 

To address these new challenges, companies are striving to become 

more analytics driven. They are embracing analytics capabilities, 

which requires emphasis on new data streams as an opportunity to 

measure the effectiveness of marketing campaigns, sales promotions, 

product assortment, and merchandising.

The goal is to improve decisions regarding product distribution, 

and operations across all channels of their business. As direct cus

tomer relationships are influenced by mobile devices and instore 

IoT, these new data streams are introducing new sources of insights. 

However, it’s taking time to transition from a limited analytics role 

to a more expansive role. Companies are quickly realizing that their 

enterprise effort requires a completely different culture that includes 

different skills, processes, and technology. Although many companies 

have already started to collect data across all their distribution chan

nels to gain more customer/consumer information, the race to apply 

analytics to optimize sales and inventory across all channels has taken 

much more effort than anticipated.

Predicting demand and managing inventory across every channel 

is hard work. Shorter product life cycles, expanding assortments, 

frequent price changes, and sales promotions compound the chal

lenges companies are experiencing due to the disruptions created 

by digital commerce and the current COVID19 crisis. It’s enough to 

make you wish you had an “easy button” to figure out today’s savvy 

shoppers, and navigate through the four pandemic stages and demand 

shifts. Figure  1.3 illustrates the four pandemic stages: preliminary, 
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outbreak, stabilization, and recovery. With the right demand fore

casting and planning process, analytics, and technology, you can sim

plify your demand planning process and create an integrated planning 

framework that supports multiple forecasting methods with one 

synchronized view of demand for every type of customer/consumer 

shipto combination.

The COVID19 crisis is transforming how consumers shop, forcing 

retailers to change how they sell. In response, retailers and consumer 

goods companies are being forced to build new capabilities and change 

how they engage with consumers. As a result, the relationship between 

retailers and consumer goods companies is being strained, with each 

fighting to stay ahead of the everchanging digital economy and the 

COVID19 crisis. For consumer goods companies, there are additional 

pressures from niche and private label brands, which are squeezing 

margins as a result of selling more goods through highercost channels. 

Meanwhile, retailers are trying to increase their online and mobile capa

bilities while dealing with pressure from discounters and ecommerce 

giants like Amazon and Alibaba, as well as pricedriven consumers.

Because of the disruption caused by the COVID19 global pandemic, 

everything has changed. As an unforeseen disruption, COVID19  

is augmenting many trends that have been disrupting the industry 

for more than a decade. The move to mobile and online shopping is 

now accelerating at warp speed, with US grocery’s penetration into 

ecommerce doubling and, in some cases, tripling by the end of the 

initial outbreak stage of the pandemic. As consumers stayed home 

selfisolating to stop the spread of the coronavirus, they used mo

bile apps and websites to purchase essential products, and then over 

time, they added a mix of products that looked very different from 

what they had previously purchased in brickandmortar stores, with 

a focus on pantry items and products for athome occasions. Those 

who did venture into stores found the experience transformed by 

new rules on physical distancing, hygiene, and the use of masks. In 

fact, a recent consumersentiment survey3 found that more than 75% 

of Americans had tried new brands from different retail formats, or 

otherwise changed how they shop as a result of the COVID19 crisis. 

Consumer packaged goods companies bore the brunt of that shift, with 

their profits falling, while retailers still managed to make some gains.4
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The pandemic has created more urgency for retailers and consumer 

goods companies to partner to leverage new technology, data streams, 

and consumer insights regarding shoppers across all trade channels. 

With the sudden shift to new forms of buying, the need to coordinate 

and collaborate has never been greater. As a result, three shifts have 

surfaced regarding changes in how retailers and consumer goods com

panies work together—changing consumer preferences, accelerating 

omnichannel demands, and the need for increased speed and respon

siveness, according to McKinsey analytics.5

JJ Changing consumer preferences. With the unprecedented 

size and scope of the lockdowns, consumers have naturally 

developed a craving for products and services centered on 

athome occasions.

JJ Accelerating omnichannel demands. As consumers move 

more seamlessly between online retailers and brickandmortar 

stores they expect the brands that serve them to do the same. 

The need for retailers and consumer goods companies to deliver 

omnichannel excellence has become more critical as the pan

demic gives rise to a hybrid model that combines digital commerce 

with products and services delivered by a neighborhood store.

JJ Increased speed and responsiveness. The continued out

breaks, stabilization, and recovery stages of the pandemic are 

likely to remain difficult to predict until everyone is vaccinated. 

Rising infection rates can quickly result in renewed restrictions, 

which means retailers and consumer goods suppliers will need 

to adopt a more fluid and dynamic approach to getting goods 

into the hands of consumers. This will require more accurate 

demand forecasts that can model the four phases of the shifts in 

demand as a result of the changing pandemic restrictions.

The question is whether consumer preferences will revert to pre

pandemic norms once the restrictions are lifted. It is likely that con

sumers will continue spending large amounts of time at home due to 

the risk of infection, and as restrictions are lifted, they will revert back to 

some previous norm. Based on research, it is believed that it could take 

anywhere from three to ten years for brickandmortar channels to fully 

recover. Within many retail channels, the longerterm shift away from 
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physical stores and higherpriced retail brands has accelerated due to 

the pandemic. It is estimated that the grocery and convenience channels 

are likely to lose up to seven points of market share to discounters, 

hypermarkets, and online sales. This is becoming the new norm. For 

consumer goods companies, it’s time to shift from crisis mode to a more 

fundamental realignment of their product portfolio and pathtomarket 

strategy to respond to these new consumer purchasing dynamics.

The longerterm effects of failing to predict and anticipate changing 

consumer demand patterns will result in lost sales, wasted inventory, 

unproductive marketing investment and promotional spend, inability 

to effectively plan inventory for key products, and reduced revenue 

and profit margins. Those companies who embrace predictive and 

anticipatory analytics and adopt new technology to boost their fore

casting and planning capabilities will unlock short and longterm 

business benefits. Those same companies will see uplifts in margins 

as a result of fewer markdowns, and see improved consumer value, 

accelerated inventory turns, and significant increases in revenue as a 

result of fewer outofstocks.

Selling in the age of the consumer will require foresight, not reac

tion, to changing consumer demand patterns. Retailers and consumer 

goods companies will need to establish a pipeline of predictive leading 

indicators that will allow them to anticipate and predict changes in 

consumer demand with enough time at the right level of granularity 

to take corrective actions. In order to maintain their competitive edge, 

retailers and consumer goods companies must outpace their peers by 

selecting and implementing new technologies that drive actionable 

insights critical to adapting to the new digital economy and unforeseen 

disruptions. Finally, they must drive process and organizational change 

by hiring data scientists and retraining their people to rely on data and 

analytically derived consumptionbased models to create a more effi

cient endtoend supply chain—from consumer to the supplier.

CLOSING THOUGHTS

As digital technologies become more widespread, retailer and consumer 

goods companies’ supply chains will need to evolve, which will require 

a renewed focus on predicting changing consumer demand patterns. 
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Transformation will not simply be about new technical capabilities or 

deployment and use of digital technologies; it will require more transpar

ency. In other words, digital transformation requires extensive changes 

to the way people in the organization interact and collaborate across 

processes and corresponding business models. Leadership and workforce 

talent/skill sets, their attitudes, and ways of working will need to adapt to 

the new normal. Delivering real benefits for the future will require focus 

on integration of technologies that are better aligned with the business 

needs, followed by effective management of those new digital technol

ogies. Those changes will help manage a digitally transformed, consumer 

analytics–driven organization for the future. Overall, collaboration, new 

organizational changes, and cultural change must be driven by a cham

pion who reports to an executive sponsor from the Clevel suite.

Companies are rapidly transitioning from the hierarchical orga

nizational structure to one that is far more collaborative. Not just 

because they need to work together to do things faster and reduce 

delays between organizational silos, but also because now they can 

share information to create a common view of what needs to be done, 

endtoend, within the supply chain. Crosspollination of under

standing among various divisions maximizes the overall business 

value. Fundamentally, a collaborative culture results in a single source 

of the truth. Such a culture facilitates connectivity among the various 

islands of information from downstream consumer strategies and tac

tics to upstream supply planning, manufacturing, and distribution.

Business executives are looking to data, analytics, and technology 

for answers on how to predict and plan for the surge, and ultimately, 

the decline in consumer demand. It is significantly easier to shut down 

facilities than it is to quickly boost production and capacity. The biggest 

unknown is whether there will be a delayed economic recovery or a 

prolonged contraction. Regardless of the outcome, retailers and their 

consumer goods suppliers will need to think ahead and be prepared to 

act quickly. Retailers and consumer goods companies are the backbone 

of the consumer goods supply chain and a lifeline to their customers. 

Their ability to operate efficiently is determined by the weakest link 

in the endtoend supply chain. That link has now been exposed as 

the result of the digital economy and the coronavirus pandemic—the 

inability to effectively predict shifting consumer demand patterns.
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To make matters worse, the current crisis has changed the makeup 

of the average grocery basket, making it difficult to predict rapidly 

shifting consumer demand patterns. As a result, the current supply 

chain is struggling to keep up. Restoring balance will require changes 

in the way demand forecasting and planning are conducted by both 

retailers and consumer goods companies. Navigating the current cli

mate will require new intelligence, resilience, and more dependence 

on advanced analytics and machine learning.
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